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About This Game

A Cute and Quirky classic adventure platforming game about a Frog named Hoppy searching for his frog friend Jumpy.

Swing and Launch yourself through levels with your tongue ability.

A Vast Array of gimmicks, enemies and obstacles, there's always something new you'll encounter in each level.

Unique and Challenging Boss Fights, each with their own attacks and weaknesses.

Collect Sparkly Gems and Spend them to buy charms that alter your play style, opening up possibilities for replay-ability and
strategies to overcome levels.

Bouncy and Catchy tunes, each level has a unique song.

Dress Yourself Up with a wide range of cosmetics, have ducks follow you around or make goofy sounds when you hit the
ground. It has hats.

For The Classic Hardcore Platforming Gamer, enjoyable for speed-runners as well!

Created in a little over 4 years by a single developer.
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It has hats.
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Title: Frog Hop
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Tiny Warrior Games
Publisher:
Tiny Warrior Games
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8, or 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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obviously the best game ever created. this game has amazing graphics, gameplay, and runs on any computer easily while on the
best graphics.. As much as I really want to support them for getting Linux support in, the performance just isn't acceptable.. this
game suck in design over all. what is the point of making the first mission so dum. the next mission fun will never come. 4 run
and game crushed.. This is a pretty good add-on. With all my settings turned up for the most part it still runs smoothly even with
payware aircraft.. graphics
+ music
+ physics
+ 75 lvls
+ price. Bretty good. 8====D / 8====D
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Very nice game if you don't mind grinding in dungeons. Wasn't the case for me.. Boring, horrible controls and weak gameplay..
Le meilleur et le plus abouti de la s\u00e9rie, je recommande de commencer par le 1 et le 2 histoire d'\u00eatre bien dans
l'ambiance (et d'oublier que le 4 existe!!!).. The button to jump is also the button to take a screenshot.

Shot my A.I. Buddy in the face, he deflected the bullet and then proceeded to scold me.

10/10. This is really good pack, i think I like these skins the most out of the past ones with the exception of zhen ji(dw4 has
better melon physics for some reason)

I just wish they had the fury textures from the strikeforce games.. Rytmik Ultimate is a simple and fun way to make music
mostly by "drag-and-drop". The UI is slightly overwhelming when you first look at it but after some exploration and
experimentation, you'll find everything to be quite straight forward. There's a decent amount of people still uploading songs
every day on the Rytmik Cloud, plus some of the in-game demos are pretty great.

I played Rytmik a lot on my 3DS before finding out it was on Steam, and luckily for people like me who enjoy having it on the
go, you can connect your accounts to have your songs on both platforms.

I recommend finding a short Youtube tutorial on how to make a song for the first time and then do your own thing from there,
but this is definitely a great game/program for people who are new to the music making scene as well as people who are
experienced in it but enjoy a more simple and casual interface.. Fun at first. Then it gets frustrating. Multiple crashes. No
checkpoints, making the game repetitive (Must redo whole level to reach a boss). If checkpoints are added and bugs worked out
I'd recomend, but not as the game is, which is sad. It has potential. For now I'm seeking a refund.. A E S T H E T I C

Update 1.20:
-Fixes and improvements
-Optimizations for Low-End Devices
-Support for MacOS
-Support for Win 32-Bit. Alpha 11.3 - Herbalist Tending:
Quick update today as some of the larger things I am working on aren't ready yet. In this build Herbalists will now tend their
herbs similar to farmers with their crops.

This is actually part of a larger system that will eventually have shopkeepers move around a bit more, such as the Metalsmith
walking into her shop, then after a while, going back outside and using the anvil, etc. Shopkeepers will always stick close to their
shops unless they are delivering something such as the Carpenter placing some furniture or getting resources.

The second big thing is the teleport system. I have the actual teleport platform in the building list and placeable now as well as
the craftable teleport stones. They're turned off in this update since the teleport system isn't active yet. I'm probably going to
allow teleport stones to be placed in the hotbar for easy use.

And last, I'm also working on some better quest branching systems. Right now there are a couple of quests that can branch, but
they are special cases rather than part of a larger system. Such as where the bandits are in the Strange Activity Quest. They can
be out in the wild, at the ruins, or if you have a sewer, sometimes they are hiding out there. But it's still the same quest - kill the
bandits.

The new system expands on this so quests can branch in more meaningful ways. I talked about this in a previous update, but the
idea is a quest to find out why the Sewers are broken could lead to fighting monsters in the sewers or the pipes are broken and
you have to fix them. That way it's not always the same challenge. Plus i like the idea of some quests involving crafting.

This update also includes some optimizations to the NPC code that I made while working on the shopkeeper stuff.

And since this is a small update, a quick preview of the new Copper Armor!
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Making some minor tweaks, but overall I'm super happy with how they came out. We also have the Jade Armor modeled and
textured but we're tweaking the actual Jade parts a bit and the copper weapons are in progress too, so I'll show those in a few
days hopefully!. Trine 4: The Nightmare Prince Announced!:
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We at Frozenbyte together with Modus are extremely happy to finally announce Trine 4: The Nightmare Prince and reveal the
first gameplay details and trailer:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNNHAHZgKkU

Featuring an all-new story that reunites Amadeus, Pontius, and Zoya, Trine 4: The Nightmare Prince returns to the magic of
2.5D sidescrolling with the puzzle-platforming gameplay that defined a genre in Trine 1 and 2. Come play as the three iconic
heroes in the most extensive Trine adventure yet, complete with stunning new environments and dynamic, physics-based puzzles
that players have grown to know and love.

After years apart, the Astral Academy has requested help from the three heroes to find Prince Selius, whose intensely dark
nightmares have begun to slip into reality and wreak havoc on the waking world. Encounter more epic boss fights than ever
before, solve fascinating puzzles, unlock new skills, explore lush, vibrant landscapes, and experience a hauntingly beautiful new
soundtrack by the composer of Trine 1-3. Additionally, and for the first time ever, Trine adds four-player co-op to its feature
list.
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Key Features. Patch Release 6.60:
Here's patch 6.60, which fixes a couple of remaining bugs. Most of them are quite specific, which is a very good thing indeed...
:)

Fixed:. Piczle Lines DX+α coming soon!:
Piczle Lines DX+α will be released SOON! 1100 puzzles over story and puzzles modes and 50 themed packs this logic-puzzle
game will be sure to keep you occupied for countless hours.

Keep an eye open for release information!. Sniper Elite Survey!:

Hello Snipers,

As you may have heard we are hard at work on the next entry in the Sniper Elite franchise!

As part of the development we would appreciate your feedback on Sniper Elite 4!

Help us make the best games possible.

Survey link: http://reb.to/rjmb7nm. Wild Ranger: Gun X Dragon by XNZONE:

Wild Ranger - Gun X Dragon -. Pocket Ships - Interstellar Rift Development Update 147:
We’re back with a new Experimental Update for Interstellar Rift! This time we’re adding a new permission option, and
private storage devices that can store ships onboard of other ships.

Permissions have received a new option that allows you to give people access to options such as; modifying a ship, salvaging a
ship, and storing a ship. People can use these permissions when they have access on the management group for a ship.

The big new thing is the private ship storage device (name pending during experimental update, we are willing to take
suggestions). Which is a large interior prop that can store ships with a mass of 250k or less. This devices can only store one ship,
and the mass of the ship is added to the ship that contains the device. Storing a ship costs power relative to the size of the ship
being stored, no power is used to keep the ship in storage. Ships that have ships stored on them can in turn be stored again, but
of course the mass will add up if this is done multiple times.

We’ve also made a lot of changes under the hood, reducing ship loading and optimizing rendering performance. Depending on
your system setup however, the effectiveness of these changes might wildly vary, but overall you should have noticeably more
frames per second.
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The Store-o-Tron now has a mass limit of 10 million per location. Just like we limited the vaults before, we want players to
build their own storage locations for goods and ships. We reduced the power drain of the station shield substantially to
accommodate this a little more.

We'll have extensive profiling on our experimental servers, so these might be slow, but playing on them gives us valuable data.

For full patch notes, and to leave feedback, see here:

https://steamcommunity.com/app/363360/discussions/4/1813170373221830828/

Instructions on how to join the experimental branch can be found here:

https://steamcommunity.com/app/363360/discussions/4/350542145693906320/

Thank you all for playing and see you starside!

-The Split Polygon Team
. The Napies Gorge Team Race Part 2 is happening!:

Hail Knights!
The Napies Gorge Team Race Part. 2 will happen during this Friday's Broadcast!

If you want to participate you MUST register to the event by following the announcement link: 
http://www.nttgameonline.com/knight/en/news/news_detail/376

But be wary! Registrations are limited, so make sure to do so as soon as possible. If you have no teammate, make sure to type
"None" and you will be able to participate!

Good luck!
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